We propose a scheme to achieve beam defecting and splitting using a method of embedded coordinate transformation [1] . In this method one boundary of transformation region is not involved in the transformation, which means beam defecting and splitting can be realized by changing the geometric construction. Although there is a discontinuous boundary, the impendence is matched between transformation media and surrounding media according to the conventional transformation optics. Full-wave numerical simulations further verify the theoretical analysis. 41.20.Jb, 42.25.Gy, 42.79.Dj 
Introduction
Recently, much attention has been focused on the field of transformation optics, which offers an unconventional way to manipulate electromagnetic (EM) waves by applying a form-invariant coordinate transformation to Maxwell's equation. Electromagnetic invisibility cloak [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] is one of the novel applications of transformation optics. However, transformation optics goes beyond just cloaking because it opens up possibilities for controlling electromagnetic fields in more general ways. One can arbitrarily curve the optical space in a desired way and mold the * E-mail: sys@njfu.com.cn flow of light. Therefore, many other novel wave manipulation strategies have been proposed, such as arbitrary shape cloaking, concentrator [16] , rotation coating [17] , direction changing [18] , negative index of refraction [19, 20] , etc. [21, 22] .
Based on the general transformation optics idea, Rahm et al. [1] developed a technique for finite embedded coordinate transformations that allow electromagnetic waves to be steered or focused. An optical transformation of this kind is not inherently invisible to an external observer. The external observer can realize transfer of field manipulations from the transformation optical medium to a second medium. In this paper, applying the method of embedded coordinate transformation, we design a device to realize beam deflecting and splitting. Theoretical analysis and simulation show that the simple method is feasible and may have potential applications in practical devices. For simplicity, we limit our problem to two dimensions. The simulation results are based on the finite element method (FEM).
Theoretical analysis
According to transformation media approach [2, 18] we assume the original media is vacuum and the permittivity and permeability tensors of transformation media can be written as:
where the metric is given by
and Λ = We schematically illustrate the geometries in Fig. 1a . ABC D is the original space, and ABC G is transformation space, where OE = , AB = 2 , OF = , and OH = . Let us define the following mapping in the shadowed region:
where 1 = − 2 , whose value decides the direction of C G, and 2 = . Using Eq. (3), we can obtain the transformation matrix Λ , the components of this expression should be
The determinant of the last matrix is |Λ | = 1 + 2 . According to Eqs. (1) and (2) 
Eqs. (7) and (9) provide full designed inhomogeneous and anisotropic parameters for the permittivity and permeability tensors in the transformation region (shadow region in Fig. 1 ). We can see that the values of the permittivity and permeability depend on choices of the geometrical structure parameters and the different spatial locations. Fig. 2 shows spatial distribution of the relative electromagnetic parameters of (µ ), (µ ) and (µ ) in the transformation region. We should point out that the mapping in the Eq. (4) has some differences with the general mapping, such as clocking [4] and concentrating [16] . In the general mapping, all the boundaries of the transformation region are included in the coordinate transformation, which means that the coordinate system is continuous between transformation and surrounding regions. As can be seen from Eq. (4), in the transformation region ABC G, only boundary at = 0 is included. The coordinate system is continuous in this boundary. We note that the boundary C G between the transformation and free space is not included in Eq. (4). Therefore, the boundary C G in the coordinate system is discontinuous, which means that the incoming waves cannot go back to its old path in the boundary C G after transmitting through the transformation region. The direction of incident waves in the boundary will be deflected, and this transformation is called as embedded coordinate transformation [1] . Although there is discontinuous boundary, according to the conventional transformation optics, the impendence in the transformation space is also matched with surrounding medium. Therefore, there are no reflective waves on the boundary. 
Simulation and discussion
In order to validate the above design, the numerical results are shown for the electric field and electromagnetic power-flow lines (white lines) in Fig. 3a , where a T E plane wave with frequency = 4 GHz is incident along −direction. In the simulation, the computational domain are chosen as a rectangle region (Fig. 1 . In the computational domain, left boundary is set as electric field, and other three boundaries are set as scattering boundary condition. We can see that the beam direction begins to produce deflection gradually in the transformation region, then continue to transmit to the free space along deflection direction. According to above analysis, we know that the bigger value of 1 in Eq (1) would lead to bigger defection of wave front and power flow after the wave transmits through the transformation region. . Because the impendence in the transformation space is matched with surrounding medium, we note that there are no reflective waves in the boundary C G, which is consistent with above analysis. In order to further confirm boundary continuity, Fig. 4 shows electric field distribution and power flow lines (white) for 1 > 0, where a Gaussian beam with frequency = 4 GHz is incident from right side MN parallel to the side C D (Fig. 1) . We can see that the a inclined Gaussian beam can propagates along the horizontal -direction without reflective waves after transmitting through the boundaries of transformation region. Using the same method the direction of the wave font and power flow can also be deflected upwards through similar symmetry transformation structure. Here we introduce the same mapping as Eq. (4). In in the Fig. 5b , respectively. The other conditions are the same Fig. 3 . We can see that the different 1 will lead to different direction deflecting for wave font and power flow. The results are the consistent with Fig. 3a, 3b . Finally, if we combine Fig. 1a and 1b , the geometry is shown in Fig. 6 . The same mapping as Eq. (4) is defined in the shadowed region, where When the plane waves are transmit though the transformation region the beam will be split and is transmitted along two different directions. The value 1 also decide defection of the beam. . It indicates that almost all waves and power flow transmit along two designed direction, whereas there are some weak waves between two different direction waves. We can also find that the lager 1 lead to the larger splitting. As the value of 1 decide direction of wave front and power flow, if we choose different values of 1 for > 0 and < 0, the split waves will transmit along two dissymmetry directions. 
Conclusion
In summary, we propose a scheme to achieve a beam direction deflecting and splitting by the embedded coordinate transformation. Note that, although the coordinate system is discontinuous between transformation and surrounding, the impendence in the transformation region is matched with surrounding media. Parameters choices of geometric structure in the transformation region decide different wave front and power flow direction. Theoretical analysis and simulations prove that the simple method is feasible, and may have some potential applications in optical devices.
